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written the above column, a new set of issues has come to light which 
serves to put a different spin on the Target of Opportunity problem. 
TOS and subsequently the COC and Student Senate obtained a memo 
to faculty circulated by FEC In the memo wee several new ideas on 
how governance at Pitzer should look. Those ideas aDse from an ad 
hoc faculty committee on governance that met over the summer Sev
eral of the issues raised by the committee ae still under discussion, but 
the overall trends are disturbing. 

In essence, FEC is determined to sbeamline governance to the point 
that it becomes an Uber (super) Committee Eplacing the entire Aca
demic Planing Committee with only two moE FEC members (this was 
actually agreed upon by the committee). Furthet this Uber Committee 
might consist of only "faculty members on multiple year contracts" (the 
document states that possibly the voting membership of College Coun
cil and faculty meetings should be those personnel). These committee 
members could also be given an allowance to miss a certain number of 
class hours per week in oirler to attend the several hours of meetings 
required by the committee's new responsibilities. TheEfore, these se-
nior, experienced faculty members (after all those ae the majority of 
the ones on multiple year contracts) wouldn't be in the classDom, they'd 
be making policy. And what policy they'd make. According to the 
memo, the Uber Committee would be the one stop shopping center for 
all committees, a "bulletin boatd" through which all policy recommen-
dations must stop before going on to the faculty. And the student vo1ce 
in all of this? Fm:get it. Not only did the committee discuss Jemoving 
the student vote from FEC on personnel decisions (the feeling was that 
these decisions might be too difficult for the students to make), the com-
mittee discussed the abolition of the College Council, the only body on 
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which Student Senate has real policy making power: Finally, the com- Adv•~or: 

mittee discussed, many of the standing committees should become ad- F----------------~ 
ministrative decision-making committees while others such as "Dive.F 
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sity, for example, might become a sub-committee of FEC." Isn' t that a 
conflict of interest? What smacks of irony to me is that FEC, a commit
tee unable to determine how to create a Th.rget of Opportunity position, 
wants more power: Why? So they cannot do even more jobs ascribed to 
their committee? 

Now, while the picture I've painted is quite grim. the possibility 
of this becoming, at least in part, reality isn't out of the question. As I 
said before, these are proposals that are still under discussion. The point 
is, 1HE IDEAS ARE OUT THERE. There are plenty of individuals who 
would be happy to take away even m01e of the student voice on this 
campus. Don't let them make you mute. The students of this college 
have been duped into believing they have no power for long enough. 
As students, we are consumers of the product that Pitzer College offers. 
If we are displeased with the product, we have the power to change it. 

One final note: some individuals read-
ing this issue may view 10S's breaking of 
this story irresponsible journalism. I'd re
spond to those critics by saying that allow
ing the aforementioned anti-Pitzer senti
ments to foment and make it into school 
policy is an example of irresponsible policy 
making. 
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Back in the olden days, The Other Side used 
to receive mail and letters to the editor. 
Not anymore. We would like to get mail 
once again, not only for selfish reasons, 
but because letters to the editor both 
regarding articles written in the magazine 
and on Pitzer in general provide other 
avenues for discussion and dialogue. 
Please write. 

The Otlzer Side magazine is a publication of 
the students of Pitzer College. The editors 
reserve the right to edit or refuse any 
material, although it doesn't happen often. 
The opinions expressed in this magazine 
do not neceSsarily reflect the opinions of 
the editorial staff, or, even, in some cases, 
the writers. 

The Other Side 
Pitzer Box 138 

Claremont, CA 91711 
(909) 607-7093 
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bv Matthew Cooke 
President Massey tells us in the handbook, ""'t>u are joining a com

munity that will challenge and inspire you .... you will construct your 
own path of study and develop your own ESponses to the social and 
political challenges of today" 

This is a radical idea, one pemaps even too radical for PitzeJ: There 
exists an important distinction between choosing a path and con
structing one. Massey says that Pitzer College expects students to ce
ate a curriculum, to not only p1ck a road but to build one. In doing so, 
we will develop our own responses to challenges and gain the most life 
experience for our effort. 

But sometimes one finds a di1ference between philosophy and 
application here at Pitzer College. Sure, we confidently speak about 
how much freedom we have m choosing which classes satisfy gradua
tion requirements, but how many of us are actually given the opportu
nity to design courses that recognize our individual needs and talents. 

Independent studies are the only tools provided to us for construct
ing our own path at this time. Some students take advantage of the 
form but most seem either intimidated by the idea or just don't see the 
benefit. Actually it's through a customized curriculum that both stu
dents and faculty can reap the most reward. I would say it's an area in 
which Pitzer has the strongest potential. 

If you look at other irmovative schools aiOund the country you 
see similar scenarios. For elCample at DePaul's School for New Learn
ing in Chicago, students regularly participate in designing courses with 
the faculty. The School for New Learning defines the purpose of a lib-
eral arts education as, "to teach students how to learn." This Eminds 
me of the saying, "Don't give hungry people seafood, teach them to 
fish." What seams so obvious for solving world hunger is usually com
pletely missed in higher education where we're happy to get a hand-
out. 

The School for New Learning, which orients itself tow ad the cor
porate world, has done studies which show that la~e corporations seek-
ing to fill upper management positions look for people with a liberal 

arts background, the more experimental and di
verse, the better:. DePaul's research found that 
graduates who were most accustomed to design
ing curricula in accordance with their mvn learn
ing style were also the most creative and innova
tive in a corporate managerial setting. Those who 
learned by rote, spoon fed by their professors, were 
not as likely to perform well under the moe de
manding leadership positions. 

So far, the idea of customizing courses hasn't 
really played as serious a role as it should on our 
campus. Even the term "independent study" ne
glects a crucial aspect of a custom designed cur
riculum, i.e. dependence upon the ideas and di.Ec-

Please turn to l.EJIBNINB on the next page ... 

Marriot 
Watch 

For the first time in ye.us, the fin.'-col
lege Dean of Students have decided to begin 
accepting bids for a ne\v food service to ca
ter to the Clan_' mont Colleges. Currt'ntly, the 
\l • .1rriot Corporation h..1s been working un
der a vear-to-vear contract at the Clalt'mont . . 
Colleges with little thn>at of being repl..1ced. 
In light of growing student dissatisfaction, 
howe\·er, the decision was made this sum
mer to begin looking at other catering ser
\·ices. A fin'-college committee has formed 
to L1t'gin looking at both local and national 
catering sen·ices. 

Back at Pitzer, members of the Commu
nity Im·olvement 1i.1wer have been working 
on a proposal to replace the l\tarril1t Corpo
ration just at Pitzer. Among the ideas being 
considered is an in-house catering system 
that would be operated by members of the 
Pitzer community. Driven by Pitzer's 
philt,sphical cnmmittment to Social Rt.>Spon
sibilit~; the propos.1l p..1ys close attention to 
labor issues, especially to the inclt'asing 
volitile issue of subcontracting, which it 
would hopefully eliminate from practice at 
Pitzer College. Among other ideas being con
sidered are food recycling, student employ
ment opportunities, and a wider selection of 
foods. 
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Chuck Martin's 

HAVE YOU EVER WONDERED WHERE ALL OF 1HE MONEY SPENT 
ON OUR EDUCATION GOES? Yeah, me too. The question bothered me so 
much that one day I picked up the phone and called, for lack of a better soure, 
the Student Affairs office. Empathizing with my quest, they eferred me to the 
Financial Aid office. The kind folks over there helped me out with a little infor
mation, but told me that the lleasurer was the one I should really be talking to. 
So I made an appointment. 

The next day I met with Chuck Martin. the Acting Treasurer. I asked him, 
"Where does all of the money Pitzer students and their pa1ents pay go?" He 
said, "[We do not] take student dollars and spend them somewheE and then take 
investment dollars somewhere." He told me that all of the money that Pitzer 
receives is lumped together except for money primarily set forth for scholarships. 
That is the only time that a specific amount of money is spent for an intended 
purpose and it is in the form of an annual gift or an endowment. Mr Martin 
went on to say that Pitzer has revenue and it has expenses and outlined the 
revenue sources that Pitzer has. I will replicate the (rounded ) revenue sources of 
last year for all of you fine folk to see, because the public will be informed! 

REVENUE! EXPENSES! 
Tuition and fees-$14,7 million 
Gifts-$800.(XX) 

Total investment income-$19 million 
Federal funds, all sources--5690,000 

Special programs (PACE, conference 
program activity)-S1.7 million 
Miscellaneous-$35,000 
Dorm charges-S1.9 million 
Board charges-$1.3 million 
Facilities fee-$700.(XX) 
Grand Total-S23 million for 94-95 

Pretty impressive for the youngest 
Claremont College, huh? Well now let's 
get to the nitty-gritty, shall we? 
(Cue scary music) 

Here come THE EXPENSES! 

Instructol'&--$7 million 
Research-$50,000 
Public Service (the expenses for the conference 
programs and PACE)-$1.2 million 
Academic Support-$900,000 
Student Services--$1.7 million 
Institutional Support-$23 million 
Plant Mamtenance-close to Sl million 
Scholarships--$4.8 million 
Transfers (mandatory and voluntary funds 
spent to create reserves or debt serv~ce) $700,000 
And there are costs that are the other side of 
what was earned. 
Things like, 
Dorm costs--$2 million 

Board-Sl.3 million 
McConnell Center-S200.(XX) 
Gold Center-$42,000 
Tcansfers--5454,000 

Grand lOtal-$23 million for 94-95 

lEARNING 
Continu,·dfrt111I Jllt'i'I0/1 ... JlllSt' 

tion of faculty and peers. This is pel'
fectly appropriate for the student who 
iscompletelysureofwhats/hewants 
and how to get there but for the rest 
of us? 

This year a group of us took the 
basic concept of the independent 
study and tried to p ut it to proper use 
with the guidance of the new and in
credibly inspiring Pitzer film/video 
professor, Alexandra J uhasj. Four stu
dents met, designed a course, devel
oped a syllabus, and went to work. 

In the new course, ''Film Produc
tion," we set up a film studio/lab, 
taught ourselves how to use equip
ment, went on field trips, solicited 
advise from strangers, argued, etc. 
They learned how to do it themselves, 
how to screw up, how to ask for help 
and how to have incredible fun the 
whole time. We've been learning how 
to learn. As usual we have individu
als to thank and a system to wrestle 
with. 

Often we look at a place like 
CMC or Pomona and scoff at their 
more rigid, traditional approaches to 
learning (amongst other things} and 
with our egos inflated we DUliCh off 
to an identically traditional lecture 
class on Whatever 101. After an hour 
and a half we go back to the dorms to 
smoke opium. Not much different 
than a CMC or Pomona. 1bis isn't the 
way it has to be. 

Of course, none of this implies 
that we don't already have some great 
programs and projects. We have 
classes, especially in the sociology de
partment, where students actively 
participate in the communities which 
they are studying. For example, a 
California Education class has stu
dents doing part time tutoring as part 
of the course requirement 1his is cer
tainly a fantastic thing, and something 
to be patting ourselves on the back for 
But on the whole, we don't live up to 
the words in our own handbook. \o\e 
can, and should be more serious about 
the educational objectives we set for 
ourselves at Pitzer. 

As a matter of fact, we could 
probably loosen up the graduation E-

wrementsevenmorew eat esame 
·me strengthening the integrity of the 
itzer program. This can be done by 
roviding more tools for customized 
urriculum besides the independent 
tudy. 

Between 100-270 independent 
tudy projects are done each semester 
ostly in the fields of English and Art, 

ut spanning every concentration. Fac
ty and students strongly support ex

anding a program like this into the 
itzer curriculum but accon:iing to some 
aculty the school just doesn't provide 

ough support yet for creative projects. 
spoke with Jack Sullivan and Jeff Lewis 
ho both commented that a great way 

o implement a program like this would 
e to add a customized curricula course 
o the faculty workload as if it were a 
egular class. This would alleviate the 
tress placed on faculty to teach five full 
ized courses and direct independent/ 
ustomized studies. The role of direct
g a customized course could rotate 
angst faculty members so as to alle

iate equal workload issues. 
Whateverwecome upwithshould 

incorporated into the graduation ~ 
uirements of each concentration. \>\e 
ould eliminate two of ten general edu
ation courses for example and ask that 
ose credits be devoted to a customized 

tudy with a professor; suggested stu
ent to teacher ratio, 4:1 or even 4:2. 1his 
ould give us the means to really ex-
lore an idea in an inten:lisciplinary 

er. Reed College demands a the
is be written during the senior year of 
he undergraduate program. Other 
chools send their students to work half 
semester in their field of interest Why 
houldn't Pitzer students design their 
ourses? That way, after we graduate, 
e'll be able to catch our own fish. 

Quinn Burson and Chris Trin.acty are 
he student reps currently on the Curricu
um Cammittee which decides on mlltlers 
uch as the one discussed in this article. Jeff 

· and Peter Nardi are two faculty mem
s on the commiHee. If you a1e interested 

n joining ar just want ro sha1e ideas, pleilse 
em tact one of the above or myself 

Matthew can be reached by 
e-mail: MCooke@Pitzer.edu 

incredulously at both grand <) ' ow ore you oo ~ 

totals, as I certainly would. you Q ,_.? 
must understand something that Mr ~ .J A • 
Martin told me. He said that Pitzer lS ~A VS 
"not a money-making machine." He also v· A 
said that in a not-for-profit institution you ':/ A 7 ').. 
hope that you break even or have a little left -<""'/' , ·(~ 
over. Now, since the figures I replicated for you ~~A 
were rounded, you didn't see that, in 94-95 57,300 V ~ 
was, indeed, left over. 0 ~ r 

Mr. Martin also told me that eighty cents of every 'C) 

dollar earned in revenue by the college is from tuition/fees U A 
and room and board, which comes from the students, of course. V ",::) 
Which makes sense. since we are the major "clients" here, right? 

In addition to where student moneys go to, I also queried Mr 
Martin on how much the administrators and faculty at Pitzer make. He 
said that the Pitzer faculty's goal as far as salary inCEaSe is inflation plus 
2% real growth, which allows retirements to provide salary growth along 
with the rate if inflation. 

. 

He couldn't, of course, tell me the exact figues as that would be a breach 
of privacy, but I did acquire some median figures. This information comes 
of the American Association of University Professors (AAUP) publication, The 
Academin, which our Dean of Students office gets every spring. It is a nation
wide comparison of faculty salaries in public and private institutions of 
learning. 

A Full Professor at Pitzer receives approximately $68,300; them mean of 
the top 25 is 568.814; Pitzer ranks 14th out of the top 25. 

An Associate Professor at Pitzer receives about $45,800; the mean of the 
top 25 is 550.000; Pitzer ranks 22nd out of the top 2.5 in this espect. 

An Assistant Professor at Pitzer receives about $39,950; the mean of that 
good old top 25 is 541,000; Pitzer ranks 18th out of the top 25 institutions. 

I was a little disturbed at the amount of money that assistant and associ
ate professors receive because it doesn' t look like a lot. It scate:ely looks like 
enough to live on, especially if they have child.En. But they agreed on their 2°!. 
increase as well as redistribution of a retiring professor's earnings. so they 
must know what they are doing. 

Administrators. I found. are a different stripe of animal altogethe.t "The 
fiscal goal for administrators," Mr Martin said, "is to base their salaries on 
maintaining a competitive market for quality people." An average mean for 
administrator, like a Vice President of Admission is han:ler to obtain because of 
the nature of the job and competitiveness for it TheAssociation of Indepen
dent California Colleges and Universities (AICCU) has a list of administrators 
across the nation, but we didn't have that information with us thee, though is 
available. 

Mr. Martin also stressed that this information is not "super-secret'' or 
"confidential" He said that all of this information is published every year In 
addition are the budget guidelines which are presented mid-way through the 
year, the planning assumptions, assessments of the external enviDnment, and 
the operating budget. The Budgetary Implementation Committee eceives the 
above information and aoss the path of our Assistant Convenor. So, go bug 
Adam Block into showing you this year's budget guidelines and operating 
budget next year and see where your money is going to. 

I am certainly glad that I found out about all of this information. I shall 
sleep easier at night Now, if I can just figure out why it costs $150 to have 
ACUS put in a private line when it costs half that for a house. Wll, there's 
always next issue. Thanks for your time folks and emember that "a person 
with a thousand friends doesn't have a friend to lose" (Ralph Wtldo Emerson) 
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On September 29, 1995, an ad-hoc summer faculty committee, desig
nated to research and discuss possible changes m Pitzer's governance structure, 
submitted it's proposals to the Pitzer faculty. The memo, composed by FEC 
(The Faculty Executive Committee, which is comprised of six faculty members 
and two student members and votes on issues such as hiring faculty and tenure] 
chair Jack Sullivan, and circulated exclusively amongst faculty members and 
student FEC representatives, presented areas of both agreement and disagree
ment in proposals for possible changes. Amongst the areas of disagreement, 
which were submitted for futher discussion, were ideas such as limiting voting 
membership at College Council to faculty with multi-year contracts, eliminat
ing student voting power on personell cases on FEC, and centralizing and 
increasing the influence of FEC itself. 

Sparking controversy within the Pitzer community, the memo was 
pushed to the forefront of discussion in Student Senate, which tmmediately 
issued a statement pledging it's opposition to the proposels. Interpreted as part 
of a growing movement, amongst the small contingent of faculty members, to 
remove student voices from the governance decisions of Pitzer, the memo was 

EJGHT 

viewed as a frightening representation of 
the growing anti-student voice sentiment 
at Pitzer. "The fact that these ideas were 
even tossed around scares me the most," 
srud student FEC representative and Sen tate 
member Juan Delara, " the fact that there 
are actually faculty members walking 
around Pitzer who want to take away stu
dent voice is very serious." 

To be submitted as a formal prc:r 
posal, the faculty's ideas were only to be 
one of three separate proposals for changes. 
The ad-hoc committee, while not desig
nated to submit formal ideas, was created 
to facilitate discussion amongst the various 
faculty members, and to create a platform 
of different 1deas which would then be dis
cussed and eventually scaled down to fit a 
formal proposal. At the end of last semes
ter, FEC had requested proposals from the 
Student Senate as well as an organized group 
of staff members. The summer group's 
proposals, were the first to be submitted, 
and in comparison with the other propos
als, the most radical. Despite the fact that 
they were submitted to the entire faculty, 
the ideas contained in the memo were only 
composed by a small number of faculty 
members. 

Thememoitselfacutallylistsalarge 
number of faculty as members of this sum
mer ad-hoc committee, which met eight 
different times this summer. However, most 
of them only attended one of hvo of the 
meetings, and when asked to comment, 
knew little or nothing about the specific 
proposals. Curiously enough, the memo 
does not specify which faculty members 
were responsible for the mdividual ideas, 
nor does it specify which faculty members 
were in disagreement with the proposals. 
Pitzer professor Jose' Calderon actually at
tended only the first meeting, and was not 
included in the discussion of the most radi
cal changes. Yet his name appears amongst 
the rest of the faculty as a equally contribut
ing participant. 

Listing his name and taking 
repsonsibility for the final version of the 
memo, was FEC chair Jack Sullivan, who 
insists that the memo was only meant to 
serve as a kind of catylist for futher discus
sion. However, the memo appears to sub
mit areas of "agreement'' as if they were 
actually final proposals-and not just 
recommentations. In this sense, the memo 
has been viewed by many as taking on too 
strong an influential role in the process of 

Please turn to Exclusive page 34 
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Since i(s inception, the legislation of .~tiv~ ;ACUPn~ tiaa helped 
disadvantaged~gaingreateracceliSto~~.P~ 
of Affirmativ~AcM.t?-daim, '1t l~~-~l}lpe!lll tip;,f~ f9r~ 
that have beel\~tionally shu toot~ ~ll,UC~,~ ~~. 
argue, "Afffnnalive Action giy~ Uriia« ad~ to gr~·~tfi ·set· aSide~ 
programs. qQUta.S and inherently breeds:radsm,..However, bOth#.dt!s can a~ it . 
is not a pariace for the broader~ ills Of our time. ' Moreover, i£ w.e" 
proceed fo approach Affirmative Action in isolation of the changing econQmi.C 
landscape 'we may overlook somepr~ issues that should be addressed. 

ic realit ies 

.Af:finnative Action ~out of ·~ was linked to, the Civil Rights 
mov~. '"The political moti~of Ahican-~cans was tied to their economic
and soa.ifdisenfranchisemenf,' i.e. the Jim Ctew laws. In the early twentieth' 
century, soUThern agricultural industries introduced a new mode of raismg crops. 
Shifting from the sharecropping system to t.he-i.Lse of mecharucal means of produc
tion such as, the cotton picker. This phenomenon created vast unemployment for 
African-Americas in the south. C-ontemporaneously, three large expansions in the 
economywould()CCU[in the urbanindusfrializedreg10nsof Amenca. World War ~-
one, two andourinvolvement .in.&st.Asia would be the maJOr causes. Therefore, ' -~ 
these econ~sbilts.m. the rural south and urban north would lay the material ~ ·$~ _: 
basis for thegteat~twnofA£rican-Americans to America's urban centers. All · · 
of this, played a pivotal role in transforming the black populous from peasants to
proletariats giving rise-to th..ebattles for. equal access to jobs, housing, education 
voting and unfettered CoNUmet$hip. .;: 

Today, there is a new shift in the economy; it is lugh-tech, global and ish d ::. ~ . 
longer based on war p~ctjon. American industries, once at the helm of~.#f _{j ,~"" 
global market p lace, ~ve~?~~yp~f9r,~ding their markets ~u~ )~,\*w ~; h· 
out the w orld embodied 1.0 pOtroes sudtaS,! ~TrandNAFTA., ~~do-xicaHy;- ; .. J. 'V;t .J 
American companiesare~o':"£acingstiff~compe:tetion£romab~d.Indeed. ,, ~,. ::-i 

one of the great contradictions o( the txee. market system. In light Q! these . " ··'"" · 
developments, the new words in the<:orporaielafcon is""downsize~merger,and 

~ 
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cut costs, cut costs and cut some more costs." 
These new developments and their effects on the American worker have 

been devastating American comparues have laid off millions of workers in the 
past 20 years in order to adhere to the inherent law of capitalism. the less overhead 
one has, the more profit one lS able to make. The large industrial section of the job 
market that yielded jobs that paid a wage to provide a "middle class" standard of 
living has decreased and involuntary part-time jobs have increased significantly. 
U.S. News published a survey by the U.S Department of labor, and found 
involuntary part-time JObs rose since 1970, 178.1%, while full time jobs have risen 
only 51%. 

Technology plays a dual role in the rapidly changing economy. On the 
one hand, advanced communication and distribution technologies are laying the 
foundation for a global infrastructure that allows corporations to access cheap 
labor pools and uncharted markets for American products and services. The slow 
but increasing use of cheap labor for production by American companies has 
become an necessity to compete with foreign or rival companies in the global 
market place. At first, this trend only effected low skilled workers which help 
foster the impoverished urban regions we know of today. Yet, the demand for 
cheap labor still exist and it has carried over to skilled workers as well. Case in 
point, a computer programmer in China is paid only $400 a month; a vast 
difference in comparison to what a wage a programmer would command in the 
United States. Also, the Wall Street Journal reported Boeing is investing S100 
million in china for traming workers. 

On the other hand, technology is also being used in the Amencan factones 

to cut the cost of p roduction. This was seen in the late 80's as millions of middle 
management positions were cut from corporate payrolls. American companies 
implemented emerging information systems allowing them to shorten the time it 
took a product to go from research and development to the production floor. 
Making the necessity of a mass bureaucracy of middle managers, once synony
mous to industry, no longer cost efficient 

The argument has been made that technology and the new economy is 
creating jobs and indeed it has. there is no doubt, that American companies are 
actively seeking computer literate technologists to work for them. However, Edith 
HoUe.rman, counsel to the house committee on Science, Space and Technology 
noted in the WaU Street Journal that, 'There are some high-tech jobs, but they are 
not reserved for you in the first world ... as mtemational corporations move their 
facilities to cheaper locations jobs m product design, process engineering and 
software development are moving w1th them." 

There have been jobs created in industries besides in the area of technol
ogy; health care, transportation and retail industries have shown trends of rismg 
employment. Yet, it is not a question of jobs, it is a question of how much do they 
pay. One wage indicator may be Wal-mart. Wal-mart is the second largest 
employer in the private sector. The first is Manpower mcorporated, a temporary 
employment agency. Wallrnart employs over 600,000 people with an average 
wageofS6.50anhour. Of course, thatispart-timeand without any benefits. Thirty 
years ago, the largest employer was General Motors which paid a union wage of 
515.00 to $25.00 an hour, and included benefits. So it is clear, the value of the 
American worker is becoming less and less and the economic opportunities for 
him or her is decreasing. 

P .:; turn to REAUTIES on uave 35 
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tradition which, in various parts of history, has targeted Irish, Jewish, 
Italian, Chinese. Mexican, Japanese, and other Immigrants. The 
initiative mandates that anyone "suspected" of being undocu
mented must prove his or her residence status. School ad ministra
tors, teachers, doctors, nurses. police officers and social workers 
must decide whom to "suspect· and report to the INS all people 
who cannot prove their status. 

There are two important myths that Proposition 187 15 propagating that are 
related to the state of the economy First, that unnugrants are taking JObs and reduang 
the wages of natives. Secondl~ that immigrants are a drain on social services and that 
they are using more in services than they are paying in taxes. 

Contrary to these myths, recent studies by both the Urban Institute and the 
Rand corporation show that, in times of g10wth, immigration actually increases U.S. 
citizens' economic opportunities in labor market wheE immigrants are concentrated 
because their spending and investing has a ripple efect. In 1989, immigrants earned 
and recycled through the economy $285 billion. On the issue of taking social services 
and not paying taxes, the Urban Institute study concluded: "When all unmigrants who 
arrived since 1970 are examined, it appears that rmnugrants generate a net public-sec
tor surplus of $25 billion to $30 billion annually" Similar!)~ a RAND Corporation study 
concluded: "Overall, Mexican immigration has been an econormc asset to the state, in 
that it has stimulated employment growth and kept wages competitive ... although im
migrants' use of services appears to be increasing, their contri-
bution to public revenues exceeds the costs of their secv1ce us
age." This stud~ also found that immigrants pay from S70 bil
lion to 590 billion is taxes and receive less than $50 billion m 
services annually. 

T WELVE 

by Jose Calderon 

Those who support Proposition 187 ,/.) ~ ~,. 
claim that it will reduce undocumented immi- ~ ~1 "( ~ ' 
gration as if the undocumented are drawn here ~A '-<1 ~ ~ 
simply for the use of public services rather than the ~~Q ~ A • 
push and pull forces if immigration. The reality is that ~ UQ 
this economy has historically needed a cheap labor pool ~ _,A 
that it can use (particularly when thee is a war or when the ~ V h 
economy is doing weU). Proposition 87 will do little to discoUF- -<..,/).. U. n 
age those companies which exploit cheap labor and will do little ~ ,, - ua 
to discourage immigration from countries where there is high unem- r r'\ 
ployment and poverty. A - '-.../'., 

If proposition 187 is fully implemented, the undocumented and ~ ~ «J / 
their children will still be with us but with no education and health caE. The ~-<.., 
result of Proposition 187 will be to deprive an estimated 300,000 childEn of an 
education, including English-language skills, that aE necessary for this society's • .J 
future work force. 

On December 14, 1994, a federal District Court judge pvhibited most of the key 
provisions from taking effect until a trial determines the constitutionality of the initiative. 

Although this was a temporary blockage of PI>p 187 it has touched off a trend to 
scapegoat anyone that can be t:aJgeted for the economic ills of the society 

There is a national trend developing that is anti-affirmative action and that is raising 
the specter of political correctness. Alongside Governor Pete Wlson in California, Wu-d Connerly, 
on of the African Americans on the Board of Regents got his wish of putting an end to race and 
gender-based affirmative action in the UC system Bernie Richtet a Republican Assemblyman 
from Chico, introduced an amendment to the California State Constitution to end afirmative 
action in hiring for state jobs and m admissions at state-run colleges. Although legislation t 
abolish affirmative action policies for minorities and women was defeated by Senate Demo
crats, proponents are now gearing up to pass the California Civil Rights initiative, that is meant 
to produce the same outcomes as Richter's constitutional amendment. As a result of the poli
tics of scapegoating, there are many Californians who have igr~ored the legal injunction against 
Proposition 187 and taken the law into their own hands. For example, special Pop 187 hot lines 
that were established from Los Angeles to San Francisco, reported numerous acts of discrimi
nation. In one example a Mexican-American mother called to say her sick hvo-yearold was left 
waiting five hours on two successive nights at the Kaiser Foundation Hospital in Haywarl, 
California. Limp, dehydrated, and near death, the child was finally admitted on the thirl day 
and immediately attached to an IV As the mother sat by her child's bed, the moth~ who was 
a legal resident, was asked for immigration papers. 

With the loss of jobs and down-sizing aimed against the middle class, it is easy for 
conservative politicians and the government to shift the blame for these poblems on undocu
mented worker. 

It IS understandable, howevex: when we look at the statistics that show the rich getting 
richer, the middle-class as shrinking, and those at the bottom inCEasirlg m numbers. Census 
figures show that while the top 40% of the population is contvlling 93.2% of the wealth. only 
6.8% of the wealth is held by the remaining 6()0/o. Under these conditions, we aE being forced to 
compete for the dwindling services-and in the pvcess aim our anger at each other rather than 
against the systemic sources of the problem 

There are things that we can do to defeat the elects of Proposition 187 and the politics 
of scapegoating. 

1. Support the legal challenges that ae taking place against cutbacks, anti-afumative 
action measures, and Proposition 187. 

2. Be a part of naturalization and voter registration efforts to build political power blocs. 
3. Connect the resources we have on our campuses w ith the needs of our survunding 

communities. 
4. Continue organizing the youth m our schools since they have been a very stvng force 

in fighting proposition 187 This was particularly evident in the vie that youth played in OJ:ga
nizing high school lies, our campuses, and our communities. 
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THE 0rHER SIDE 

Pogo had lived on his island for as long as he could 
remember. The weather was always warm, the trees were 
always swaying from the gentle blowing of the sea breeze, 
and the ocean was always teeming with fish just waiting to 
be caught 

The sky and the ocean are blue, and these are 
infinite. Pogo sat on his rock pondering his ISlands saying ... 
Each of the islands in the near vicinity had their own 
sayings, which often followed the name of that island. His 
was the Blue Island. His wives island was the Storm Island 
and their saying was: The storm which blows the sky and 
fills the sea, makes these infinite. 

strong. She had twenty benches with more than enough 
room for one man. There was a compartment under each 
bench where each man could store his personal belongings. 
At the tail of the boat was large storage which was reserved 
for food and fresh water. At the bow was another compart
ment for all the other things like extra paddles, a folded 
sail, ten fishing nets, bows and arrows, wooden scimitars 
and other trade goods made up of spices, gold and pre
cious stones. 

Each man brought with him two of his most finest 
paddles, three extra changes of clothing, his own personal 
good luck charms and a packet of sand from his own 

ISL~I"l 
.. J. • • • • • • J • - 0 ~- - J: ~ - ;< • • j_ • .: •• ~ J : ~. • - • • • - -

Now that Pogo thought about it, all the islands had 
the word infinite in them. .. It seemed like the ancestors of 
the various islanders were all one people and they sepa
rated into the different islands. All the sayings were all 
pertaining to the ocean and the sky and all of these sayings 
gave their reasons as to why these two things were infinite. 
Infinite seemed like such a huge word, Pogo thought, and 
he wondered if there was anything at the other side of this 
infiniteness. He would have to find out some day, he 
thought 

The days of his life passed and the occasional 
typhoons that Allah created seemed to loose their excite
ment value ... Pogo finally made his decision to go across 
this \rast infiniteness ... Perhaps he may discover something 
great. He gathered his eldest and strongest son and they 
paddled to the nearby islands. He traveled from island to 
island, telling the head of each about his marvelous idea 
about going across the infinite sea. Each head of each of the 
islands nodded their heads in agreement and decided that 
it was Allah is wilL 

After another moon, the twenty islanders were 
assembled on the Blue Island. There, they praised and 
implored Allah to bless their trip, and once that had been 
done, they began their preparations for the great voyage of 
discovery. 

The largest tree was cut do\\'11 and carved into the 
largest canoe any of them had ever seen in their lives or 
dreamt possible. It was long and sleek. It was broad in 
comparison with other canoes but in proportion to its 
length, the new boat was narrow and seaworthy A g iant 
sail was fashioned out of the same cotton that made their 
clothes, only this sail was three times as thick and very 
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island. The night I. Au R. EN c E 
before the trip, each 
of the departing 
menweretattooed CUAJ.EDPING 
with a solid ring 
around their right forearm w1th a crescent above it, sym
bolizmg that they belonged to Allah, wherever they went, 
even across the vast infiniteness. 

The men shoved away from the Blue Island at 
dawn and made their way towards the rising sun. They 
were going on a voyage of discovery, to find the birthplace 
of the sun, the Great Maw in the Water that was suppos
edly the source of the exciting typhoons and to spread the 
word of Allah to anyone they should find. 

Each man rowed his two paddles aU day and all 
rught for the first two days before all of them became 
exhausted. Without a doubt, they had gone farther than 
anyone had ever been from the islands. Pogo was their 
nav1gator and leader and he realized that they could not go 
on like this. He started making shifts for each man, when 
they should sleep and when they should fish and when 
they should row. The islanders became happier with this 
arrangement and so they continued on. 

Ten days have passed since they last saw their 
families, surely they must be somewhere near something, 
but alas, there was nothing but blue infiniteness in every 
duection. The food stores that they had brought from home 
had been depleted. The limes, coconuts and bananas were 
all gone and the only thing left were the dried fish caught 
JUSt before they left. They were in no way near starvation 
though, in the ten days that they were journeying, they had 

caught enough fish to fill their food s tores to the brim. 
The islanders paddled on. they seldom tired before 

their shift was over and they seldom got bored because 
they were all such good company. The men became greater 
friends than they had deemed possible and the days of 
journeying went by in rapid and happy stages. The food 
stores only dwindled nvice but they were always replen
ished with even more fish. 

The boat never stopped and they carried on. There 
were always six or more people rowing at any one time 
and during the middle of the day, all twenty of them 
would be rowing the boat. The sleek vessel sliced easily 
through the waves at good speeds. 

One day, a typhoon appeared at the horizon. Pogo 
recognized it immediately and ordered each man to tie 
himself do\\'ll to his bench. The islanders did as they were 
told and tightly fastened themselves to the canoe. They 
brought dov.m the sail and kept their oars. The wind and 
waves of the infinities slapped agair!St their canoe, always 
threatening to capsize the little insignificant speck. The 
islanders grinned at the excitement of the giant typhoon for 
none of them had ever experienced such a fury, and not on 
a boat either. They enjoyed the tossing and turning about, 
not knowing or caring that they had been blown off course. 

When the typhoon ended, all twenty of the men 
knelt on their benches, praising and thanking Allah for the 
grand excitement that he had given them. They paddled 
happily on. On and on they went, the canoe slicing through 
the waves ever so steadily, they didnit realize it but they 
were going northeast and not towards the rising sun where 
they had originally intentioned. 

Pogo had been making marks on his bench with 
h1S whale bone knife. For every sunrise on the boat, he 
made a notch. He had on his bench nea.rly seventy notches 
on his bench and his tongue was feeling the effects of 
eating dried fish for nearly sixty days straight. Fish had 
become tasteless and some of the islanders were actually 
getting weaker although all of them were well-fed. He 
finally decided to tell them about his fears. 

On the seventieth dawn Pogo woke up the sleep
ing islanders for their shift but then prevented the ex
hausted ones from taking their well earned rest. For the 
first time in twenty days, since the typhoon, the rows on 
the boat stopped. 

Pogo stood up on his bench at the aft of the boat 
and showed the notches to his friends. They gasped at how 
long they had actually spent at sea. Some of the men 
scratched their heads, others nodding. Some of them felt 
like they had been in the boat all their lives and they truly 
missed the smell of land and their families but as men, they 
were not allowed to show their emotions. They discussed 
the problem for a while and the men agreed to keep on 
going, for they should be close to something by now. Pogo 
was thankful for he honestly had no idea of how to get 
back, all he knew was that his home was in the direction of 
the sunset. 

Ten more days passed by and it had been nearly 
three moons since they left the Blue Island. The weather 
had become cold and the men were wearing all four of 

their cotton tunics at once. There was now a mist every 
monung, and it covered the blue horizon. Undaunted, they 
pushed on and then finally, the miracle happened. 

Pogo woke up from his deep sleep to see the night 
shift still rowing despite their exhaustion. The mist was 
behind their backs and he could see something behind it. 
His eyes widened as he saw structures of some sort and a 
black silhouette behind the fog. The rowers looked at him 
queerly and then turned their bodies around towards the 
eastern horizon. Their, to their surprise and relief, lay land. 
The other islanders quickly rose up from their slumber at 
the sound of the happy shouting of their mates. 

Before them lay a huge village of some sort, 
strange and odd. They paddled harder, all twenty of them, 
towards the alien harbor. The islanders could see people 
coming out of their mud houses. The people were strange 
in dress, (if they were dressed). Half of their bodies were 
like grotesquely hairy apes and the other half was as pale 
as the white sand from the beaches back home. The white 
half-apes looked \vith goggled eyes at the strange black 
visitors. Pogo straightened his triple-layered cotton tunic 
and was the first out of the canoe. He swayed a little bit, for 
he had lost his land legs. 

Pogo's companions followed their navigator to the 
strange new land. For a moment, the islanders and the 
natives stared at each other. The natives then saw the 
crescent on Pogo's forearm and they immediately knelt, 
touching the ground with their heads. It was then that 
Pogo realized that the hairiness of these people was 
nothing more than the hides of animals ... Suddenly a richly 
dressed native arrived with an entourage of retainers, all of 
them also richly dressed. Upon seeing the crescent on 
Pogois forearm, they prostrated themselves. The natives 
were on their knees for the longest time, some of them 
quivering in fear. 

Pogo and his companions looked at each other and 
were embarrassed at the honor given to them. Pogo 
decided to commurucate with the natives. He raised up the 
richly dressed native and produced the packet of sand 
from the Blue Island. 

We have journeyed for many moons to discover. 
Now, we have discovered your land, and with your 
permission, we shall join our lands to make it one land, 
under the glory of Allah, Pogo said in his own language. 

The native chiefs eyes widened when he heard 
Pogo say Allah and he immediately broke from Pogo's 
light grip and knelt again, lowering his head to the ground. 
Pogo shrugged and opened his packet of sand He 
sprinkled it on the bare ground of the new country, thereby 
linking the two nations, almost three moons apart. 

The native chief rose up but kept his head low and 
faced his people. 

We have despised our masters the Moors but we 
did not see how correct they were. Oearly, here are Allah's 
messengers, they have traveled from beyond the edge of 
our flat world and have come now to bring great messages. 
They are divine prophets the chief said in Portuguese then 
knelt again. 
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THE 0rHER SIDE 

COLOR 
BY lDDD SCHOOLER 

1 seems that once you become a 
seruor at Pitzer you feel a need to write 
an article in the Other Side giving your 
twocentsaboutwhatneeds to happen at 
Pitzer for it to be a better place, for me it 
is art, new names and revolution. I came 
to Pitzer for internal reasons. I saw the 
educational experience as unlimited and 
the faculty and staff as genuine and con
cerning people. Today this is still true, 
but no·w that my majors are being 
squared away I look across this campus 
and say to myself 'externally this cam
pus is drab". To put it frankly this place 
looks like a prison built by Rubix, it has 
a stench that reminds me of my 
grandma's basement and the only color 
I see around here is in the desert- garden 
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that 15. There are two reasons for my 
critical outlook. (1) I hate the fact that 
the only art in my life here at Pitzer IS 

produced by Marriot (2) I hate the fact 
that the only color on the walls here at 
Pitzer is produced by my suite mate 
throwing old frwt against the walls. 

Therefore I have three ideas that I 
would like to share. The first concerns 
the mural campaign that has been re
rejuvenated by some students who feel 
the same way about Pitzer's aesthetic 
nightmare. I would also like to suggest 
renaming the halls in Mead. The third 
idea is at a deeper level, it concerns 
revolution and is related to the first and 
second ideas. 

I highly advocate the mural cam-

paign. I thinkitisexactlywhat is needed 
toaddsomecolortoPitzer. By splashing 
some paint on the walls here at Pitzer it 
think we may some positive effects. For 
one it will turn what is seen by many, 
including myself, as very pathetic ex
pression of creativity into a creative 
atmosphere (imagine that a college cam
pus with a creative atmosphere). Isn' t it 
creativity and that which leads us to be 
creative a very important element of 
education? Plus, who knows, art on 
some of the walls here at Pitzer may 
even ignite a spark in a damp brain. 

My other suggestion for Pitzer is to 
rename the halls in Mead. I realize that 
changing the names of halls in Mead is 
up-rooting some of the deep heritage 

Please turn to COLORS on page 35 

by Emilie Kamick 

Flashes of every color imaginable. Colors 
dancing against the night sky, emanating from intri
cately cut images of a tradition. Peopl~, noises, smells, 
all around me, all of them so foreign, so unrecogniz
able. 

One of my first nights in China, I experienced a celebra
tion of a world. of a culture, a celebration so joyful that it 
illuminated each face that made up an indistinguishable mass. 
Like nothing I had ever seen. So deep and so rich that they 
were united, each and every one of them knew what it was 
like to feel that way about something that they shaed with 
generations of people. A celebration that extended beyond 
that night. that fueled their souls and their hopes and d.Eams. 
It was contagious and completely urueachable at the same 
time. I was an outsider looking in, yet I too could feel it even 
if I could not identify exactly what it was. Overwhelming in 
Its intensity, yet all it was was a part of them. I began to won
der when it was that I had ever felt that way about my world, 
had shared something like that with so many people. But my 
world isn't like that. The focus on individuality ebels against 
the unity of tradition. 

People always say that experiencing another cultue 
will change the outlook you have on your own, but 
when I went to China I was experienced a cul-
ture for the first time. I live in the land 
of opportunity, where shining 
faces and beautiful things are 
what make up the myths and 
fairytales of a land with streets 
paved with gold. Hopes and 
dreams can only come true in a 
place like this. This is not what I 
know about my world. Vk all live 
our separate lives and subsist on 
a drive to make our own lives 
what we want. The fables and tra
ditions that make up my world 
exist merely to channel each indi
vidual focus. The land of the free, 
the home of the brave, the free
doms that our forefathers fought 
to attain, were created so that we 
could become, as individuals, 
what it is that we want to be. Yet I 
too believe in individuality, and 
the freedoms that we are aU so 
lucky to have. it's just that there lS 

something so beautiful in a world that celebrates the things 
that they share and will do anything not to lose. I could de
scribe to you the atrocities of it, a government that discoUF
ages the attainment of individual aspirations, the millions of 
people that have had their homes and livelihoods taken away 
from them for the good of the whole. But they believe in it 
because they feel they are a part of that whole. The people 
who went to Tiananmen Square six years ago went with the 
knowledge that defying their government could cost them 
their lives. They were not fearful for they felt that they were 
doing something to change their world for everyone. They 
asked their government to change, to follow tlu>ugh on the 
promises it espoused so that others may live better lives. The 
disdain survivors felt was more than the death of their loved 
ones, it was the knowledge that those who died did not 
achieve what it was they gave up life for 

In America we have a mass culture of materialism, ide
alism and head strong individuality. We each have our indi
vidual cultures and if we are lucky we may get to share them 
with others. What does my culture consist of? My mother's 
British ongin that comes out in her vocabulary her tea and 
the Christmas dinner we eat every December My 
grandmother's immense pride in everything Italian that has 
made Its mark on me through the only Italian word I know, 

onna, which means grandmother My father's love for his 
hometown of \1\ashington, D.C., a place that his family has 
had roots in for generations, a love he has passed on to me. 
These are my roots. While they are important me, they do 
not delve deep enough to tie me to any one place or any one 
tradition. 

We strive to be so different, to diverge from the past. In 
China the past fuels the future. They revel in it and go on, 
never forgetting what it is that ties them to their land and 
therr people. This love has been a part of them, heart and 
soul, ever since they first began to be, passed down to them 
from the others before them. There 15 somethmg so beautiful 
and comforting in this. I am in awe of the images and tradi-

Please turn to LANTERN on page 35 
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"Come on, I wanna fuck you," he told heJShesquirmed £rom under
neath him. 

"Why not?" he asked. 
She looked at him but did not respond. He rolled his eyes at he~ 
"You're so beautiful," he began to stroke her breasts with the tip of his index finger He 

traced her body down to her vagina He slipped his finger slowly firmly inside of her 
"Come on." 
He began to kiss her neck as tus finger moved in and out of the edge of her 
'1 want to give you ... whatever you want." 
"Like a bladder infection," she mumbled to herself. 
He looked at her and took his finger out. He asked he; 
"Are you attracted to me? Cause I'm attracted to you." 
"Yeah," she answered 
"Do you ever think about sex. .. ever?!" 
''Yes." 
"Do you ever think about us having sex?" 
"Sometimes." 
"Do .. do you like men?" 
"Yes." 
"Let me fuck you." 
"No." 
"You're so damn fickle! Maybe you have some weid problem with men or sex or some-

thing." 
"Sure .. " 

He laid on his side and stared at her naked body, 
"Dance for me. Please," he asked. 

She shook her head sideways. He pleaded with her again. 
"Let me see you touch yourself. Please, I love that. I eally love that." 
"Why?" 
"It's a fantasy. It'd be so hot. Don't you have fantasies? Come on, be my fantasy Please ... " 
She leaned on her back, her hands remaining at her side, 
'1love the smell. I love the smell of a penis after it's cum. I love the smell of a man's 

sweat. I love the way you smell. That's what I like." 
He rolled onto his back, 

"Look, do whatever you want to do Helen, aU right." 

*** 
"Do you think you have really lived'" 
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on her ass, smoothing the material of her bikiru bottoms along 
her skin. She placed one finger, her index finger, under the 
material, pulling on it slightl}! She stood up, erect. The song 
had finished. Her pulse reached then settled back into its 
nature! pace once again. She smiled turning her head awa} 
from them to walk off the stage. 

She fell into a chair off-stage and pulled the straps of 
her platforms off from around her ankles. She massaged the 
souls of her feet within the palm of her hands She eached 
into her bag and searched for her clothes. A woman stood by 
her, in front of the mirror trying to get the tassles straight-

ened on her nipples. 
"What a bitch. I hate these tassles. Hey do you have a 

smoke?" 
Helen shook her head. 
The woman looked dissapointed then continued to fix 

her tassles, 
"So you trying out?" she asked 

Helen nodded 
"Yeah, you'e really pretty. If you got rhythm that's 

even better," the woman said then paused, ''"t>u seem kind 
of young. Vugm like. I'm sorry You just look younger then 
us old veterens here. You got a boyfnend honey?" 

Helen shook her head sideways again. The woman 
seemed flustered, 

''You ain't got no boyfriend? You gay or something?" 
Helen shook her head no again and smiled 
"Are all the men you know gay?" the woman asked 
Helen laughed. 
"Ah, it's time,'' the woman said,"~ll sweetie good 

luck. it's time for me to go on. Bye." 
"Bye", Helen replied. The woman put her hand on 

Helen's shoulder as she passed b)! She was older definitely 
You could see the lines of maturity and some sagging in her 
face below her eyes, around her mouth and right below her 
underarms and the curves of her ass. But it seemed that oveF 
all she was in pretty good shape. 

Helen crept to the side of the stage to watch her peF 
form. She moved effortlessly graciously without hesistation 
or fault along with the gtoo\'e of her chosen music, Santana's 
"Black Magic \\'Oman." Her face radiated. Her eyes would 
close then flirtatiously dabble into the aowd to meet each 
man and woman's wide eyed expression. Then she would 
close her eyes and a smile would seap out acvss her face and 
her breasts would move in sync with each quick footstep. 
She was alive. The woman jumped onto the ba~ and kicked 
her long legs up, one at a time, taking her time with each. 
She was letting the sexuality of the music come thvugh he~: 
Helen chuckled as she glanced at her own thin girlish legs 
compared to this woman's thick, curvaceous worn alive body 

The night wore on with different music, costumes. wigs, 
shapes and stunts. At the end, after the crowd had filtered 
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out of the club, the management called all the girls out onto 
the stage. Helen grabbed her bag and clutching onto it with 
both hands timidly walked around the other girls. The older 
·woman who she had watched from off~stage came to her side 
and smirked, 

"Don't worry darling " 
"All right, we've made our decisions. The women we 

call out v.•ill start doing shows tomanow night. To the rest of 
you, thanks for coming out. Come back to our next open 
audihons. All right Miren, get out here!" the manager called 
out. The older woman smiled at Helen then eplied, 

"That's me doll." 
"Help us out here Miren. Miren 

is the pro here. You should take some 
tips from her." 

"Tassles: they're a bitch to put on 
and take off but they look good and 
they're fun to dance in," she mused to 
herself. The manager handed her a list 

of the chosen women's names. 
"All right," she started,"Coca and Cola, the twins. \~'e)

come Stephanie .. what's the last name, Kanalisp?ff 
"Stephanie Karilis," a young woman said steppmg foz:. 

ward excitedly. 
"Yeah you, welcome doll and .... " she read out more 

names. Helen began to look around oblivious to what was 
being said. 

"La Claire Benetique ... interesting name and well ... that's 
it," she finished. She scanned over the sheet then acvss the 
remaining girls. She looked at Helen, then bent down to whis
per something to the manager 

" Ah, Helen," the manager said. 
Helen looked up, 
"Yes?" 
"Can we see you dance again for us please? Somethmg 

qwck. -
'Sure,'' she replied softly. 

"Shark, can you play something light for her?" the man
ager instructed the D.J. The singer's voice began to sweep 
across the room, into each crevice, into each movement of 
Helen's body, hair and eyes. Inside the waves of sound she 
was alone on stage, naked but free without restraint or con
trol. She was free to move her hips how ever she desiled, 
free to slide, swing look and feel. She moved to a feeling. 
Slowly with each sound, taking her time. 

"Thank you," the manager replied at the end. 
"Thank you." ...... 

The wind blew through her long ~holding it back 
along with the slit of her long skirt. Her face and legs WeE 

exposed. She took long stident steps, firmly placing the soles 
of her feet down. Her arms swung freely. Santana came on 
her walkman. Her lips slid apart, showing a slight glint of 
teeth as she revealed a smile proudly, amusingly. 

"Helen, come on! \\e're gonna be late for class." 
Helen nodded to her friend in the distance and kept 

smiling to herself and continued on towcu:is the classroom. 
Without fear and only herself. 

.I 
-~·~"-':~-...,.~....,.~y..-,vo-•~ self motivation 

otl\~~W~ visions of tradition 
~'{t!]l~til1Ul talked about laterA or 

in<~~C>few England 10wn House 
anan·varau~ the leaves fall while 

»Co highball. Those that took 
ran with it. Those that didn't, 

-'·~ Allow me to use myself as an example to 
' I 

~ illustrat~ a person that took advantage of 
Benrungtpn's system. As a Freshman I was new 
to the idea of college. It took me a couple weeks 

to find a circle of friends, and actually I found sev
eral. As soon as I understood that anything was 
possible, in that there was little restriction, I let my 
ambitions go. I started up an improv group , I 
helped start up a new newspapet; and put out the 
first Bennington yearbook in ten years. This was 
my contribution, the rest of Bennington had just as 
much to offer if not more. 

I look to the theater to prov1de a paradigm for 
this kind of inventiveness. There were always play 
productions that were going on wluch embodied 
for me student invented tradition. Each play was a 
brand new student directed, student acted inven
hon, a tradition that will last and never be exhausted 
m its creativity. It not only allows for the creative 
mvention, it allows for it to be viewed and sup
ported publicly 

"All of this without 500 committees?" you ask, 
"You betcha!" All of these thmgs and more grew 
from student mspirahon, not a school curriculum 
or committee. The fact that these activities and 
projects were student initiated makes them even 
more speoal to me. The tradition of the newspaper 
will live on and remind the students, the adminis
tration, the faculty and staff of what the students 
can do. But it's ~ore than just the ends, it is the 
process of finding out new ways of doing things. 
Working with other people and experimenting in 
itself is the essence of what I am looking for hee at 
Pitzer and have found after much looking. Now I 
want others to find it and realize this potential. This 
is the tradition I need to express and hopefully will 

As I made my transition to Pitzet; the air qual
ity definitely changed. \'\'hen I received the hand-
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book I was overwhelmed with the number of acbvi
ties that were going on. I was looking forward to re
ally doing things at Pitzer. I saw an ultimate Fnsbee 
team. choirs, and outdoor clubs as well as a plethora 
of classes and subject to study. I was excited 

is that if the phrase "SOCU11ly Responsible" luui never bwz used in 
our hand book to illustrate the Pitzer student body as a whole, the 
reactrons to issues on campus mzglzt be much more flammable. But 
zt is much more than just the u1ords I am talking about, it is the 
mentality that needs to get flushed. Stop the praise cause we are 
not prazseworthy. This falsity needs to stop so that change can 

When I saw the potential ptc•t-r C:.Or.41"! ~f!llre ... .&...da.._ 
for really getting involved at .... ...._ .. _ c:..r. 

start again. 

Please do not believe that I am 
grouping everyone under this category, but 

don' t rule yourself out so quickly. A non-ac
tion mentality is the norm and less visible 

Pitzer I reflected on Bennington. I 
was sad to leave but felt that the change 
would do me good, plus the similarities 
of potential as well as the comparable 
size made the transition easy. The 
real difference for me was I was 
transferring to a place where so 

.--:-:~~=:;:;==~--;::;:;::~:-----, action is as great a problem. For me this 
whole dilemma has adumbrated the 

many of these activities and 
groups already existed. I was 
excited. 

As time moved on 
in my Pitzer history I 

did get involved I ~~~r;;~:;"J 
sought out the sub- (--"..:;[ ~=~f::::::::;:;::;::::~~ 
jects I was inter
ested in and threw 
myself into them. 
Point being these 
things already ex
isted. ot that this 
lessened their im
pact, but it might 
have given some people the sensation that nothing new 
is necessary. Since we already have an improv group 
there's no need to make a new one ( rigllt? ). Since there's 
is a curriculum already planned out, why should we 
change it (nght?J. 

Since The Other Side eXISts and there are already 
writers why should I write for them if it will still come 
out without my help fright?). 1bis bring me to a turn
ing point of theory. It is hear that I need to state my 
theory of Social Responsibility, what it means and the 
reactions (or lack thereof) it has on Pitzer. 

tions to reclaim 
Pitzer. I believe 
that no one 
should be able to 
pin dm.vn a defi
nition of bemg 

mvolved or being socially responsible, but I do think that 
people can make an effort to make theu contributions knm.vn. 
Be more viSible with your contributions so that others can 
tell there are people that are involved. U you are a dance 
student, yell to your friends to yell to theus about your dance 
recital. Scream about your play. Shout about the protest 
marches you have planned. \Vhatever 1t IS you do, make 
sure others know about it so that they can get inspired to get 
mvolved m different way than they rmghthave thought about 
before. 

Also sharmg what you've done can make the process 
easter for others to mvent usmg the same process. The only 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• way to learn how the process 
works IS to listen, expenment 
and push. Please do not believe that I am grouping 

everyone under this category, but don't rule 
yourself out so quickly ... 

If anyone needs an ex
ample of hO\v "THE SYSTEM" 
works here at Pitzer, look at 
the RHA (Resident Hall Associa-•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

An Abstract statement of theory: 
Being praised gives rise to nothing. For change to 

happen things must be less tharz praiseworthy. If a mother 
gives you praise (and litis is tlte paradox) the praise will 
strengthen you- that is the young self As time passes, prazse 
still works but in reverse for polihcal issues, especially 111 

high school and college. Take for instance Pztzer, 1 see the 
college as a pltzce of labels -we are socially responsible- (page 
11 section 2 of the Guidelines for Graduation section in the 

lfWE~YTvvo-action. What rm arguing 

twn) program that was 
adopted over this past summer (summer meaning a time that 
usually students are not m school). It is a fact that no students 
were in\·olved in the decision process of creating RHA, and 
it is a fact that the system IS not only new and confusing to 
many students, it also seems to disperse the student's voices 
w1thm the RHA system since the committees are hierarchi
cal This leads me to wonder who the system is working for: 
The administration and Debra Rogers/Michael Tessier, or the 
students (the ones that the system is supposed to work for). 

However, the ne"' RHA system in my understand
ing seems like it might be more approachable than the pre
vious design since one can feasibly contact the particular 
level of committee needed instead of contacbng one com
mittee representing all of the students. 

For me the new system has become more bureaucratic 
and definitely more institutionalized. Since the program 
RHA is part of a national association I can see why it was 
adopted. It was one of many things that Tessier and the 
administration wanted to check off on their Institutional
izing Pitzer check list. 

But even if RHA works it does not excuse the fact 
that the students did not have any say in the decision to 
adopt it in the first place. True, the time it would take to 
listen to everyone and their ideas about what the new sys
tem should be would have taken a much longer time. This 
is in comparison to how easy the option was for Michael 
Tessier to sit down with a pad a paper and come up with a 
new way of doing things. Of fucking course it's simpler to 
tell people how things are going to be; but is it justified? 

Why couldn' t Michael Tessier, or anyone for that 
matter, at least have called a town meeting telling the stu
dents about what was about to happen. U anyone had said 
that the government system at Pitzer was going to be 
changed I thmk there would have been a large turnout and 
support. But when it's done behind backs it nullifies any 
progress for me. If the students had had a say in the deci
sion making, just think how much stronger and more stu
dent oriented the system might have been... As it IS now 
RHA is changing daily. Really RHA hasn't really gotten 
started yet, and the particular interest seems to be coming 
mainly from the Freshman and Sophomores. RHA might 
not be a bad system, but can we forget about how it was 
created. And it is true that RHA is changing daily, but 
changing what and for who? 

This brings me back to my original thesis of student 
mvented tradibon. When anything is given to you on a 
silver platter it's gonna look good, but it still doesn' t mean 
it's not rotten. If the students invent for themselves and 
their peers, the invention is going to mean so much more 
than a pre-designed, institutionalized, processed, pre-dis
covered (fill in the blank) ! So I ask you, Pi~ to really 
look at yourself and your role in this community (if it is 
one). Invent if you haven't already, and whatever you are 
inventing or participating in, share it with others so that 
others can share back. 

-This article was not meant to bash RHA, but rather to 
concentrate on its origin. I also did not want to take the time to 
expltzin RHA in full, so please take the time to learn and decide 
for yourself what it is and whether it will work.-
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All along the clocktower 
_Pitzer,the apocolypse.;and you 
by Quinn Burson 
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boenci=~.;:,~~:k·,;:~=:my>elf, lguess :.~~t;.r_:~!::. = ~?4 OF PRO~ \»U 'l-
notes continue banging down with institutional pECision. They make me feel anxious, as if 
I'm running late I don' t like that feeling. I hate those damn chimes. Every gong that comes 
down from that tower hits me in the center of the spine, ecalling the voices of the people 
who keep telling me that Pitzer is Changing. I liked that clock a lot better when it was bo
ken. 

Even as I sit here promising myself that I'm not going to write about how things aE 
changmg here at Pitzer, I realize that I'm doing exactly that. I, like everybody else, am tiro of 
hearing about it, tired of thinking about it, but someho~ now, I find myself writing about il 

... So the other day I'm in the dining hall walking past part of a conversation that 
didn' t concern me--one that I'm sure I wouldn' t recall at all if my stream ofconsdo~·: .-- -•·•,,~-.-~,,,=·~""''*'-~,..,~..._,,.,_,,.,,<;,,...,.., 

hadn't snagged on two words that had come out of a first year students mouth: Low key She. '' -= 
was saying that she was glad that the students heE at Pitzer are pretty low key. Couidlltav~ 
heard correctly? I didn't think that Pitzer students weE supposed to be law key. I was-tin!:l~ 
the impression that we were downright uptight. I started to wonder what impessions ~\ 
first year students had about Pitzer coming in. I wondeEd what was in those expensive{ '::. 
packages that had gone out last spring to the students that weE accepted here. Could il be =. ·~~==- : 
that they were not privy to the Pitzer myth? --

I take a quick glance at the new catalog for 95-96 (gone is the ..,.,..,,,.h~• 
loved-replacing it is a picture of one of the new buildings-which I, oe:rshnall"ll 

affection for) and I compare it to the catalog from 93-94. I look at the first te\'it:na~os. 
tells about what kind of a place Pitzer is supposed to be. 

Pitzer Catalog 1993-94: 
" ... at no other college will the study of any r .. 

1~'""'011 

incorporate a greater commitment to an appreciation of human~,..,...,.~" 

of the social consequences of human acts." (Low key my ass!!!) 

Pitzer Catalog 1995-96: 
"Within Claremont, Pitzer's educational 

\.vith its 1960's heritage, Pitzer strives to enhance individual 
building community." 

In Keeping with its 1960's heritage? ... What the hell does 
to make Mom and Dad nostalgic? "'Ae seem to have gone from 
lege that exists to a place where the hippies-turned-yuppies of 
to "build communit)l" Still, the legend of Pitzer must be out 
come here know what a radical and daring college that Pitzer · 
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As I sit typing this article into on my Q ~ ~..(: ~ 
computer keyboard, a drunk kid outside my '.A ~'4. ~ 
window Yells: "PUSSY.: .. .I want your PUSSY!!!" ~A -' :.A~ 
I don' t look out my window to see who it was; I don't "t" ~~_,_~' -~~~ 
want to know. Maybe he has the wrong window. I ~ _ ~ : ~ r 
don't know. I am certain, at least, that whoever it is has ~ 
some pretty false ideas about my anatom~ and I leave it at "<': 
that. But a few moments pass and I realize that I can' t just leave -~~ 
it at that I am finally struck by the offensiveness of what had just • 
been shouted outside my window I shake my head and frown. That 
wasn' t very Pitzer of him! I remember a time when a Pitzer Student 
coUld expect to be shunned and verbally abused for an outburst like that
It wasn't that long ago I think that's the way it should be. And if whoever 
shouted those words outside my window is reading this-May you find your
self trapped at a NOW convention wearing a button that Eads: "PUSSY.: . .! want 
your PUSSY" 

So Pitzer is changing. What are you going to do about it? I've heald plenty 
of talk about how the admissions department has been pESsured to recruit students 
that can pay the bill rather than fit the bill hee at Pitz& I don't know how true these 
rumors are. Even if it is all true, there must be enough of the Pitzer 1dealism hanging 
around here to get some things done. The Pitzer Press from August 31, 1995 raves 
that " ... this years entering class is made up of 201 of the finest students fum 22 states 
and eight countries ... rnany have volunteeEd to deliver food to the elder!~ tutor poor 

_. . _ . ·. _. . . . . . . . . hotlines, and many have participated in envinnmental 
· · · · · be something akin to that social aw aEness that Pitzer 

l~~~~~~~~~~ts~tu:dents I doubt that the admissions department coaxed the promise of shiny and inviting new buildings, a 
or a working clock atop a tower There must still be 

spirit alive on this campus. 

A't~_~ .. r sophomore walks by my room, peeks his head in, and 
. on. I tell him that I'm working on an article for The Other 

asks if anybody actually Eads "that thing." Undaunted, 

Jbli.~~~~;~ •. -~~~~1:*:~?~'1l~~· ·· keep working on my article. TheE must be a group of 
•9u-.t~JJI.U~:Wl~tmmt~-l:lill·_ ·ongst the student body who believe in Pitzer; who believe 

the Pitzer legend; who aren't here to be babysat by the 
·~Bes~t~c.mct~~·~mm~~-

Nobody is stopping us from changing it back. There 
taik:~:OiJlit··ai.t._,, ... about an administration that is out of touch with the 

the administration for the assassination of the Pitzer 
realizEi 'thaH:)la.tnirlg them wouldn't make any sense. I blame that guy 

.. .,u.-~· "' myself for not making him feel like an idiot about it. I 
tor·n(~t:~lltt¥1 the torn like we should. The thing to do is take over 

sd:loo•l-®i';li~rrle. This isnQ.t the real world. This is Pitzer College, a 
d.is:ne'vlrun.d\mflfie idealistic. "'Ae have every right-indeed the responsibil

anciisl]t'\tS,\\re like. 
though, the Pitzer ideal may be lost forever. Our college 
with ultra-idealistic goals. I don ' t think that becoming a 
that didn' t get accepted at Pomona or CMC was part of 

~~j~~:,,!illi~!Y will get us nowheE fast. Everybody who is complain
Please turn to APOCOLYPSEpage 36 
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any significant commentary of a given cultural phenomenon 
however, it's those most distant from 1t all who seem to 
maintain the most influential platforms. And the rest of them, 
well, they can' t even see the film ... unless of course they're 
over 17. 

Vivid images. Kids' images are so vivid and so swiftly 
presented, that the average viewer has no choice but to 
consume them-and at the same pace in which they are 
presented. When I saw the film this summer, I was taken by 
the fact that I was not only consuming these images, but 
actually digesting them, and managing to keep them down. 
Even the most difficult scene in terms of vividy-the rape 
scene by far- for by the time it was presented, so many 
images had transcended the screen, and the audience had 
been digesting them for so long (beginning in the first 30 
seconds when Telly deflowers his fust virgin-<>£ the day) 
they were really no longer viable. The film kind of presented 
everything in a bell curve manner; by the time the film was 
over, the audience had consumed so much, they could no 

longer be expected to respond. 
And it took me. And I sat and watched the entire rape 

scene, flinching little in the process--feeling uneasy on the 
account that I didn' t feel altogether uneasy. And it didn't 
even hit me, until I was outside the theatre-my friends and 
I absorbing the man-

found the same vividity that I saw as so powerful, to be, in a 
way, frusterating-<>btrusive to extrapilating any kind of 
"moral" message. I was not really surprised. In terms of 
consumption, it actually made more sense to me that she 
found many of the scenes indigestible. Consequently, my 
s1Ster, who understandably refused to talk about the film with 
my parents, recongnized the same vividity as I. She's fifteen 
years-old. 

It makes sense to me that most young people could 
consume the images; more importantly, that most of them 
probably never even considered trying to extrapilate any 
kind of moral message. Because kids not only don't know 
how to extrapilate messages; they have little use for them. 
And what is a moral message to a fifteen year-old or a 
runeteen year-old but a kind of arbitrary slogan- packaged 
and delivered by some arbitrary hero? In Kids, there is no 
hero-there's not even a character that resembles a hero. In 
fact, Kids goes out of it's way to give us an Anti-Hero-Jennie, 
who spends most of the film aimlessly scouting the streets of 
New York, looking for Telly the Virgin-Surgeon, the film's 
run away antatgonist, the kid who gave her HIV. And she 
finds him, in the end, in some kid's vacated parent's bedroom 
fucking, and probably infecting, his latest virgin. And of 
course, she shuts the door-saving no one, not even her 
conscience-if she ever had one. For the film's makers the anti
hero was truly the only option. 

And it makes sense to me. In fact, the characters are 
so totally devoid of any redeeming qualities, even those most 
morally-insistant would be hard pressed to find anything but 
a token glimpse of morality. But even those "glimpses"- in 
one scene Casper gives his spare change to an amputee-are 
undermined by the reality of their inner<i.ty destinies. Casper 
ends up raping Jennie in her sleep, so does it really matter if 
he gives some amputee spare change? Whatever it is these 
kids believe is right, it exists in a fucking vacu'.!ID; and it 
means nothing. 

For a middle-aged Baby Boomer who spent his or her 
most formidable adolescent years protesting the Vietnam 
War or fighting for Civil Rights, this doens' t cannot make 
sense. Therefore, the film is for kids, and more importantly, 
for kids to make their parents understand. In terms of subcul
ture, the late '60s and early 70s were not a whole lot different 

datory denial that sat 
hovering over our 
heads, kind of wait
ing to swoop down 
andhitusatanygiven 
moment. And then 
we started arguing 
about whether or not 

Because kids not only don't know how to extrapilate messages--they ha\·e 
little use for them. And what is a moral message to a fifteen year-old or a 
nineteen year-old but a kind of arbitrary slogan--packaged and deli\'ered 
by some arbitrary hero? 

to go to coffee shop A or coffee shop B-and it hit us, and it hit 
us all at once; and we all kind of looked at eachother; and then 
we got into our cars and went home. There was really nothing 
much to say. 

1 remember talking to my mom about the film-she 
had actually taken my sister to see it, with my dad, and was 
anxious to talk about it with me. She enjoyed it, in a Social 
Worker/ mother sort of way; at the same time however, she 

than today. The only difference is that in 1968, subculture 
was not being distributed by Excaliber Films (a subsidiary of 
Disney by the way)-and there was acutally something more 
important than subculture itself-like a fighting a war. And 
there was a sense of who was who and who was moral and 
who was not moral-and it was pretty easy to tell, but today, 
well,wefindourselvesfightingsomanywars-moralwars-

Please turn to KIDs on page 36 
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... So I get this letter the other day from Lorrie McHugh. Bill Ointons 
Media Affairs Director telling me that the president wants to tell students about 
his plan tostrengtheneducationandopposeRepublican proposals tocutacce;s 
to higher education. I tell her that! might have time to do a short interview with 
the president, if he can make it brief. 

OS: If you don't mind, Mr. president I'd like to get started With this 
interview; I'm pretty busy. 

BC: 1his is a busy time for you. But while you arechoosmg classes and 
making the decisions that will help you build a good life for yourself, the 
Congressional majority is working to make drastic cuts in education-in your 
student loans, in national service, and even in your scholarships. And the curs 
will jeopardize the future you and your generation are working toward. 

OS: Gosh! The Republicans are trying to jeopardize my future?! That 
sucks. What are you going to do about it? 

BC. Quinn, I want you to know that I oppose these cuts. I will do 
everything m my power to fight them and to see to it that the dream of higher 
education remains real for all Americans. I will do this not only by defending 
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the opportunities of those of you who are already in college, but by opening the 
doorsfurthertomakesurethatevengreaternumbersofdeservingAmericanshavethechancetostandwhereyoustandtoday. 

OS: That's a relief, but what about the deficit? 
BC: For the first time in a long time, leaders from both parties are resolved that we must balance the federal budget. 

From the day I took office, I've been committed to this goal-to getting rid of the budget deficit that quadrupled our national 
debt in the 12 years before I came to Washington. So far, we have made great progress. In three years, we have cut the deficit 
nearly in half, from $290 billion to $160 billion. 

OS: Nice work, Bill. 
BC: Now we are ready to eliminate the deficit entirely. On this, the Congressional majority and I see eye to eye. 
OS: I guess it's all smooth sailing on capitol hill then, right? 
BC: But just how we get rid of the deficit is another matter. The majority in Congress wants to balance the budget 

in seven years, and do it while giving an unnecessarily large tax cut 
OS: Sounds good so far. 
BC: But in order to do these things, the Congressional majority would make enormous cuts in education. 
OS: Those bastards! 
BC: Quinn, My balanced budget plan would take more years than Congress' to eliminate the deficit, but that's a small 

price to pay to keep your scholarships, your student loans and national service safe and well. It would also preserve our ability 
to protect the environment and the integrity of Medicare for our older citizens. 

OS: To hell with our older citizens! I wanna know 
how I'm supposed to get money for school. 

BC: Balancing the budget is about more than 
numbers. It's about our values and our future. Education 
has always been the currency of the American Dream. 
When I was your age, it was assumed-based on our long 
history-that each generation would have a better life than 
the preceding one. More than anything else, a good educa
tion is the way we pass this vision on to those who come 
after us. 

OS: Please spare me the patronizing American
Dream tirade, Bill, let's just stick with the facts. 

BC: Quinn, the facts speak for themselves. Earn
ings for those with no post-secondary education have fallen 
substantially in the last 15 years. The only people for whom 
earnings have increased steadily are people exactly like 
you-those Americans with more education. Every year of 
higher education increases your earnings by six to 12 per
cent. Those years also mean a stronger overall economy and 
richer lives for those who have them. 

OS: I guess we'll need to make all that money so we 
can pay off the 80's. 

BC: Balancing the budget will be good for our 
economy and your future if it's done right. But simply 
balancing the budget won' t do us much good in the long 
termifyourgenerationdoesnothavetheeducationitneeds 
to meet the challenges of the next century. 

OS: Man, that's only five years away, isn't it? 
BC· Quinn, Just think over what the Congressional 

majority' plan, if it went through, would do to you, your 
classmates, and any of the one out of two college students 
who receives federal aid. It would: 

-Raise the cost of student loans by $10 billion over 
seven years by chargmg you interest on your loan while you 
are in schooL This would increase the cost of a college 
education by as much as $3,100 for undergraduates and 
$9,400 for graduate students. 

-Deny up to 360,000 low-income students desper
ately needed Pell Grants in 1996 

-Shut down Americorps, our national service ini
tiative, which gives thousands of young people the chance 
to earn and save money for college while serving their 
country. 

OS: That sucks!! ... well everything except the 
Americorps part, anyway. I suppose you have a better plan, 
Bill. 

BC: Quinn, by contrast, my balanced budget plan 
builds on the national consensus that we must help people 
help themselves, through the power of education. It elimi
nates both of our deficits: our budget deficit smd our 
education deficit My plan cuts wasteful spending by more 
than $1 trillion, but it also increases investments in educa
tion by $40 billion over the next seven years. 

OS: That's certainly food for thought 
BC: Quinn, think over how my balanced budget 

plan would help guarantee your future and all the ha.rd 
work you're about to put into it. It will 

-Increase funding for Pell Grants by $3.4 billion. 
Almost one million more students would benefit from the 
scholarships. And we would raise the top award to $3,128 

by the year 2002. 
-Expand Americorps to let even more young Ameri

can serve their communities and go to college. 
-Protect our direct-lending program, which makes 

student loans more affordable, with more repayment options, 
and saves taxpayer, parents, and students billions of dollars. 

OS: Well Bill, it looks as if you've put a lot of thought 
into this. 

BC: Quinn, I just returned from Pearl Harbor, where 
I took part in ceremonies marking the 50th anniversary of the 
end of the Second World War. In the late 1940's, when the 
veterans we honored left their loved ones to go off and serve 
their country, they were the age most of you are now. 

OS: Bill, didn't Lorrie tell you that we were supposed 
to keep this brief? Get to the point. 

BC: When they came home, the country recognized 
their service and their potential, and it responded with the GJ. 
Bill, which guaranteed a college education to every returning 
veteran. Those who served weren't given a handout, and they 
didn't want one. They were given the opportunity they 
needed to take responsibility for their lives. 

OS: A.re you trying to tell me that you want to send 
me off to war? U that's the case, I'm heading for Mexico! I'm 
not getting my head blown off in exchange money for college. 
I won' t even mention the fact that the current G.l Bill is for 
around 530,000-about enough to go to Pitzer for a year and 
a month. 

BC: Yourgenerationhasitsownbattlestowage. You 
face the choice of doing something right and difficult-or 
something easy and wrong. 

OS: What are you getting at, Bill 
BC: Well Quinn, in taking on the responsibility of 

educating yourselves, you have chosen the right and difficult 
path. You did theworkyouhad to do to get into college. You 
may be working now to pay your way. And your family may 
have worked long hours and made great sacrifices to help you 
get where you are today. 

OS: I'm glad you support my decisions, Bill. 
BC: Quinn, you deserve the nation's support. And 

you future success will likely repay our common investment 
I do not accept the arguments of those who condemn irre
sponsibility in young Americans and then seek to deny the 
nation's helping hand to the millions of you who are doing the 
right things. 

OS: That sounds good to me, Bill, what can we at 
Pitzer do to help? 

BC: I hope you'll support my efforts to protect 
education and balance the budget. The fight for education is 
the fight for you future. In my life-and in the lives of 
countless Ameri~ucation has meant the difference 
between the impossible and the possible. It should be true in 
your lives, too. With your help, we'll keep it that way. 

OS: We'll do our part, Bill. See you around. 
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As cold as the city was new to me I shivered in my triple fat down for the half of it We 
thought it \'I.'Ould never come the humid sun rumoured about every day the end of march 
searching for new buds. But still the dismal grey of the broken curbs the pushed around dust 
by the ladies sweeping every day as sure as the courtyard held the university staff practicing 
Tai Chi at dawn below my balcony dirty if I leaned on it from the particles of development 
swirling about the city like a mad storm everyone is extatic to be caught up in- even us 
condeming at first the city struggling to modernize to mimic our infrastructure our romanti
cism mourns the turn a thought we have time to afford. But we leave it for the remaining 
time. Finally the rivers are overcome with algae and we couldn't imagine when the trees 
didn't ha\'e canopies. The rush and lights welcome us our friends walk us around the foreign 
concessions their tainted history even beautiful to us in the newness the modern world too 
strong to fight the currents of an empire of course its a shame, I tell my chinese friend that a 
four year old in Shandong province rallies for America in the echo of his parents in the echo 
of the 1V But I welcome the city I can walk around in at midnight only at the brink of moral 
decay rather than m the mire of it I still cringe at the demography of the engine which lights 
the city \Vhich brings a floating millions tearing them from their farms, their families, their 
culture in the prairies the world phenomenon the rural sector shrinks and the corporales 
grab the abandoned land everything soon to be mechanized and profitized in a world where 
Ne\'l.'ton was proved wrong by the mystics and physicists alike; it is not empty space which 
separates us from the world around us whirling. it is the world which courses through our 
veins. 

N1cole Lamphere 
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loathing. I suck, I like music, what the hell else am I going to 
do but be a music critic? I suppose that Ea.lly doesn't an
swer the question of why I am heE doing something for which 
I have professed a hatred for but then I guess ultimately it 
gives me a place to spout off about nearly anything. (Please 
note that I have spent a goodly amount of time in tlus "music 
column" spouting off about things which are not music.) 

I will try to keep the babbling about all the music I 
have heard this summer to a minimum and concentrate on 
things which have come out more recently so as not to bore 
people with information about albums which have aleady 
faded from view. Nonetheless, probably the most interest
ing album to come out this summer was the new album form 
the Young Gods (the name c"Omes from an old Swan's song 
and is coincidentally the name of the Swan's ECord company, 
a fact combined with the fact that the Yolll}g Gods are actu
ally more popular than the group which spawned them which 
must caused Michael Gira <lead singer of the Swans> to be a 
little bit irked). 

The Young Gods album is called "Only Heaven" and 
is super hip (it is on Interscope and shouldn't be too harl to 
find). Each o£ the previous Young Gods albums has been 
markedly different, ranging from "L'eau Rouge" which had 
lots of eastern European folk melodies throughout it to "1V 
Sky" part of which appeared on the Sliver soundtrack and 
spewed out gobs of straight up dance industrial .vck 'n roll. 
Still each of their albums was held together by some distinc
tive sound which I would lay at the feet of the sampling pat
terns which they use. 

nus new album does nothing to change this pattern 
and yet, they are probably at their single most innovative 
stage. They have learned something which seems just too 
damn obtuse for the vast majority (I mean like moE than 
9()'}o here) of "industrial" bands 
still have to get ahold of. And 
that fact would seem very 
simple: 1t is not 1988. Things 
have happened in the music 
world since Ministry's 
"Twitch", Skinny Puppy's "Ra
bies", and anything by Front 
Line Assembly and most indus
trial bands, even famous ones, 
seem to believe that they can 
get by on the same ideas it took 
to get things out in 1988 and 
this is sad. Even if they do 
change most of them get caught 
in the metal-industrial trap 
thinking "gosh, we should use 
guitars to sound dark and pes
simistic" not realizing that 
bands like Napalm Death have 
now been able to spawn ambient dub bands like Scorn which 
are far, far more interesting. 

My point there is that in fact the Young Gods have 
learned from music which has come out since 1988. In "Only 
Heaven" one finds lots of amb1ent techno, a good deal of gui
tars (without even bemg dark), and who knows what else 
without sacnficing the fact that they are an industrial band. 
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And ~ 
works. It is ~ 
great let 2;),. ~ 
sound wash over -..::~ •,_,.,T 
you and listen to the -~ ~..?>-
French lyrics combine "'~'" r;,O S 
with the English and sink J . 
into the music. ~~ ~0 Similarly Daniel Menche ~'~ ~ .l.. 
has come out with a new 7" on • ~ 
Banned Records which means that since ~ 
it is both fairly obscure ... okay, very ob
scure ... and on vinyl most of you will prob
ably not hunt it down and check it out. Which 
is too bad because it really is incredible. Menche 
works with found and oxganic sounds to create some
thing which he describes as music which afects not so 
much the nervous system as rock music would like to do (it 
is designed to get alternately your toes tapping, your feet 
dancing, or you head banging depending on what type of 
rock music you are listening to) but Menche instead strikes 
for the psyche. It wants to get inside your head and, at its 
best moments, it can and does provide an almost physical 
experience. His last CD entitled "Static Burn" worked in a 
similar mann~ lifting you up with sound and then shaking 
your body through the pure sound which it lets loose. One 
of the other great things about Menche's work is that the pack
aging matches the music and the "Chrome Homicide" 7" is 
no exception. The cover of the 7" is a black doth w1th a face 
and other thmgs silksc.reened onto it in silver and then more 
silkscreening with a dear and shiny material over other parts 
of the cover so that when you touch it it feels both soft, fuzzy 
smooth and hard at once- very much like the music 

The third and final review 
for this issue of the other side is 
from the Japanese guitar wizan:i, 
Solmania, whose real name is 
Masahiko Ohno. Ohno is interest
ing in that he was origionally 
trained as a graphic designer so 
that he not only writes his own 
music and and designs the logos 
for the band, his T-shirts, and his 
albums but he also designs his own 
guitars. The guitar which he has 
been playing recently and plays on 
his most recent CD entitled "li:em
bling Tongues" (Alchemy Records) 
has a total of four pick-ups each of 
which stretches through a number 
of effects pedals to four separate 
amps. But that isn' t all folks there 
is also a microphone plugged di

rectly into one of the pick-ups and theE are two necks to the 
guitar, one where one expects a guitar neck to be and a sec
ond 180 degrees around from the first. 

Ohno takes this beast of an instrument and creates 
music made to sonically asault you. The sounds which 
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IPiftlllle Me 
BY SIWRI WEBLEY 

The nice-looking professor approached me. 
We exchanged small talk for a few minutes, 
California, weather, classes; and then, 

"So, what sports do you play?" 
What!? 
It's strange to me. In the four weeks and some odd 

days I've been at Pitzer this question, the "sports" question, 
has been posed to me countless times, by countless diferent 
people, in countless casual conversations. An hallmate's 
"How 'bout them Knicks?," and an administrator's" Are you 
going to need to cut some classes for sports?," make me 
believe that this assumption that I know about sports, any
thing about sports, is just the tip of the icebeJg. 

Back home (Portland, Oregon for me) this question 
wouldn't have been so awkwan:i. I was often pigeonholed 
as a sports playe~; a dummy, a crook. Stereotyping and even 
blatant racism in my city, and in most cities, isn't han:i to find. 
But, when I came to Pitzer I had some other expectations, 
some higher expectations. Call me a little naive. 

July thirty-first First day of classes. The students all 
walk into the classroom, we introduce ourselves to each othe~; 
a little uncomfortable, we're mostly freshmen Oass begins. 
The professor walks in and takes a quick Dll calL He starts 
going over the syllabus, explaining class pDCedures, objec
tives, and so on. He then gets to talking about additional 
help, he looks me in the eye and tells me, "You can come to 
me when you need help." Oass hasn't even begun. Over 
the next few days I begin to feel patronized in that class, 
treated like the delinquent child who isn't quite going at the 
same speed as the others. And this continues. And it contin
ues today. 

A few days later I am walking with a couple of friends 
(they're black males also) back from a Jcegger (colloquial: a 
party with a keg of beer). \Ak round a comer and come up 
behind a group of girls. They move out of the waJ& looking a 
little scared. Understandable, ifi was a woman a group of 
men coming back from a drunken party IS the last thing I 
would want to see on a dark night. Next comer Mixed group, 
four guys and two girls. The group huddles at the same spot 
for a second, but then quickly moves to the side, and starts to 
walk the opposite way from us, throwing glances back at us 
as they go. 

My friends and I talk a little late[ They tell me that no, 
this was not the first time something like this has happened, 
and yes, they thought it was probably racially motivated. I 
know, for me, this certainly was not the first incident of its 
sort, and I also know that since then it has not been the last. 

I decided to come to PitzeJ; in part, because I liked the 
numbers. According to the view book we got in the mail last 
winter, Pitzer has a thirty-five percent minority population. 
Impressive, most of the other schools I looked at (all small, 
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liberal-artsy types) paled 10 comparison. Pitzer looked like a 
haven. And in some ways I have found that it is. Howevec 
in the four weeks and some odd days that I've been hee, I've 
found that those numbers - the thirty-five perent - can be 
somewhat deceiving Race relations on campus are not what 
I thought they would be. There are still a lot of problems. 
But, when I walk around campus, am in class, or am in my 
dorm, I hope I can do so with there being one tacit under
standing among everyone: that I don't play and know abscr 
lutely nothing about sports. 

EXCLUSIVE 
Contillucd From Page 8 

discussion The fact that the faculty's ideas were not submit
ted to the studenas an attempt to limit the discussion to a 
particular set of ideas-the faculty's tdeas. "The nature of the 
process was ultimately exclusive," says DeLara, "if you had a 
single process that included the ideas of students and staff 

and faculty mem
bers, than you would 
have a more diverse 
and more inclusive 
setofproposals. The 
way it has been thus 
far, basically frames 
the discussiOn 
around one groups 
oroneperson'stdeas. 

In addition to ex
cluding students 
from the govemace 
process, the ideas 
submitted in the 
memo, fail to include 

staff members-whom, hiStoncally been under represented 
10 the most important structural deasions of Pitzer College. 
However, the proposals submitted this year were asked to be 
more 10clustve and alott for move staff 10volvement. Repre
sentedbymamlymmoritiesandwomen,Pitzer'sstaff,(wtuch 
includes maintenence and service workers) has yet to be 
included in the most important decision-making process in 
the Pitzer Community. 

''The memo shows the kmd of authoritative voice the 
faculty has," said DeLara. "For instance, when Student 
Senate discussed the memo, there were two faculty members, 
but when the faculty discussed it, there were no students 
present. Instead of a mutual decision-making process, you 
havethisvirtualcontestbetweentheperceiveddiffemt 'sides." 
It is not a contest, there are some ideas that are actually agreed 
upon by students and faculty members." 

The memo is still being discussed by the various 
faculty members. As for the students, and the staff, their 
proposals have already been submitted. FEC plans to take aU 
proposals mto account and thus restructure Pitzer's gover
nance structure accordingly It has not been decided whether 
or not the final decision-making process will be made public 
to the Pitzer communtiy 

I 
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realities 
Cm1ti1lucd From Page 11 

Amid the shrinking opportunities for" good jobs" the 
mpetition for them is intensifying. The anglo section of the 

erican working class, which is the most employed secbon 
of it has become extremely reactionary, anxious and over
whelmed by their changing circumstances. In other words, to 

white and male no longer holds the same significance in the 
nomy as it once used to. Their political response: attack 
· tive Action, immigrants and other legislative fetters 

that seem to inhibit their ability to gain the" American Dream" 
for themselves and their children. 

Based on these facts, I can honestly say Affirmative 
Action is not the answer for whites or people of color. It does 
not empower the people to deal with the changing economy 

y it's eradication or it's incumbency The battle lines for our 
future should not be drawn across race or gender but ben-veen 
the corporate elite and the working class. We the people need 
to form an Affirmative unity to fight for the control of the 
technology that will raise the standard of living for the gen
eral population. We the people need to fight for a greater 

"bution of wealth and an 10crease of leisure time to 
evelop ourselves culturally, spiritually, and 10tellectually. 

We the people can not let the politicians and bourgeois 
cademics reduce the issue of Affirmative Action to jobs and 

ucation The people must raise the issue on how we can 
an increase in the standard of living for all of our 

· dren. After all, one can train a monkey to work. 
So while the liberals fight for diversity, multi

ulturalism, and champion Affirmative Achon and the con
atives preach family-values, morals,and anti-quota rhetcr 

ric, AT&T just announced it will be laying off 20,000 more 
orkers. 

e author welcomes any comments Please send them to: 
li Hangan, Pitzer College Box #675, or E-mail. 

gan@email.pitzer .edu 

COLOR 
Continued From Page 16 

ere at Pitzer. In addition, changing the names of a few dorms 
not going to get Pitzer's name in to the University News (we 
ve two new buildings and a new student center to do that). 

utI think that stamping out Pitzer's original identity was 
onealongtimeagowhentheYertwastakenawaytosomefar 
ay Island and the ground was broke for a four foot pool. 

All I' m trying to say is that there are some very 
bvious, but unidentified, problems here at Pitzer and a lot of 
e blindness is due to the fact that the students creativity is 

eing suppressed. Is adding a little spice here and there 
urting anyone?. U not then change w,x,y,z p,d,q. ( I would 
uggest naming the six halls after my swte mates: Amy, 

da, Chris, Andy, Yoko and my plant LouBf..but I think 
\JCTOBER 

someone can do a better job). 
The third topic in which I wish to write about is 

revolution. This is related to murals and new names for Mead 
in that all upheaval is initiated by innovation. If at least one 
unique thing happened each day then it should be consid
ered a successful revolution and a good day Yet, what gives 
a revolution the punch to overthrow tradition is its level of 
uniqueness. One only has to look back at history to see what 
uniqueness has done for revolutionaries. (The Art of War 
inspU"ed Mao to initiate the people's revolution, that one 
painting motivated many patriots to up nse against Britain 
etc). 

I'm not saying that murals and renaming little 'x' is 
a new tdea that is going to place Pitzer at the top of the list of 
radJcal colleges or even send Pitzer bump'n through the 
night What I'm trying to draw out here for you is that if 
something ( such as a mural), or someone with a touch of 
uniqueness is put forth, then thechainsthathold the dullness 
over Pitzer may be broken - releasing the crimson tide of 
creativity that lies beneath. 

If there was one thing I would like to see happen 
before I leave is a highly unique revolution. So either put 
some color on the our walls and change the names of the 
Mead towers or watch out, my suite mate has a deadly 
accurate arm and composting is almost in effect. 

LANTERN 
Co11tilzucd From Pagt> 17 

tions even though I may not see them. Their fables and mythS 
are built on the beauty of their reality while ours are built on 
dreams. 

The glimpse I sa\v, will remain in my mind forever. The 
world that belongs to them, IS so dilferent from the world I 
know I guess that is what it means to have a cuJtuE. It is a 
part of you, it is sometlung that is intimately yours. For the 
Chinese culture means much more than shared similarities, 
it makes up their place as a whole. 
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APOCOPLYSE 
Co11tinued From Page 25 

ing that Pitzer is changing had better be able to walk the walk 
so to speak. \Ve've got to lead by example. \1\e've got to giVe 
a shit \o\'e must not tolerate idiots (o~; to put it another way: 
people who don' t act is if they are attending a college whose 
aim is to "incorporate a greater commitment to an appreaa
tion of human diversity. etc ... " -idiots for short) here at Pitzer, 
and if we should encounter one, we should make every ef
fort to educate hun or her about our commitment 'N!'ve 
got to be uptight and unreasonable when it comes to the 
things we believe in. Students at CMC should wince at the 
mention of Pitzer just as we wince at the mention of CMC 
(you do, don't you?). There is no room for apathy No room 
for blurred lines. There should only be one side here at Pitzer: 
The Other Side (my side). And we should all be on it 

~~ 
Colltilwed From Page 27 

way}-so we assume that nobody is moral. A safe assump
tion in a world where assumptions are rarely safe at all 

I think this film really shows the limits, the con
straints, of counterculture-of what it means to actually rebel 
in 1995 Your parents have longer hau than you do they 
smoke more pot than you do; and thiS was the generation that 
almost figured the whole rebellion thing out. And how do 
you even rebel agamst your parents when they're not even 
home-when they won' t even look at you-when the world 
won' t even look at you? So we shoot eachother in the back, or 
rape eachother thus creating our mvn version of rebellion 
and dissonance within our own ranks. And this tS accept
able-just as long as we stay in the ghetto, or in Washtngton 
Park-dnnkmg forties and smoking whatever it is we smoke 
these days. To document this culture though, presents the 
most threatening scenerio-a mainstream film likeKids injects 
these images into all areas of youth culture-allowmg all 
parties to see the reality of a particular cultural phenomenon. 

For a young person, what makes a film like Kids so 
important, IS the reality tt presents-New York City street 
culture-New York City street culture only for that mattter 
This was really capitalized on by the mainstream press--the 
fact that it might have been a legitimate documentation of 
New York street culture-but it wasn' t a Iegitimagte docu
mentation of any other aspect of youth culture. Essentially, 
this is correct, although, again it misses the entire point of 
limiting the spectrum of the film's commentary. Kids stares 
right back in the face of the most self-denial tendenoes our 
generation posesses-we are purposefully presented a cul
ture that is so extreme, complete with a set of images that are 
so utterly incomprehensible-yet they' re not fiction, they 
maybe extreme, but to some kid in Moab, fucking Utah, 
they're not fiction. Somewhere, they make sense. 

They're images that are so powerful and so real that 
they not only transcend the screen, but transcend the differ
ences that exist within youth culture; because everyone knm.-.•s 
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a Telly, or a Casper. IGds maintain the ability to transend the 
images fed to them-to apply them to a greater world
they're world-a world that for kids in ew York City and 
Moab, Utah 15 probably without parents, without gwdance, 
wtthout morals. We've done it our entire lives; be it the rock 
star-sex-and-violence persona of MTV culture, or the 
anacroniStic suburban tmgaes of sitcom culture. We are a 
generation built on images. We've digested these images, 
ensconsed our identities in them, created a cultural phenom
enon around them. For unlike our inexperienced predeces
sors, we are no newcomers to digesting images. That's why 
we're the same. 

Our duty as a generation jUSt might be to understand 
ourselves-and to identify with ourselves; as the rest of the 
world denoucnces ourselves. Understand your countercul
ture, however wrong that counterculture may be. 

Nc:>-"lS~ 
Collfinued From Page 33 
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emerge from your speakers shake you and hit you until are 
JUSt k.md of dazed by the whole experience. Of course sonic 
asault ts not for everybody. It is a distinct and fairly unusual 
musical taste which one become acustomed to listertmg to 
not unlike the way one might watchArtaud's Theater of Cru
elty: \.'\i th care and knowledge of the beautyu which lies 
\.-.~thin Good lord, that was a cheesy and p~etentious com
parison but then at least I realize it and know when to say 
that I'm sorry. 

One final note on noise musioans and Ohno in par 
bcular: most of them arethe the most polite great people you 
will ever meet. At a recent show here in LA, Ohno was ap
proached after the show by a guy whose friend had had his 
amp blown up by Ohno at some previous show and from the 
outset the guy never seemed upset at all that his amp had 
beeen blown up and yet Ohno was so incedibly apologetic 
about every thing. He also kept apologizing about his show 
that night which was, admittedl)' plagued with technical 
problems but instead of copping rock star attitude which most 
rock musicians nught, he was quiet and apologetic. One 
theory which I have heard to account for this is that playing 
such music is so emotioniaUy and physically draining that 
there 15 really no energy to be spent on being uptight about 
anything but I have no real idea whether that is true or not 

And on one final note which has nothing to do with 
a music review at all: when I returned tto school I was tryng 
to scout out free food by going to a theater department tea 
but when we got there there was no tea, my roommate who 
had brought his O\<\'l1Arizona TM had the most tea in the place. 
ThiS is wrong. This should not be. I wge the campuses to 
take action against future wrongs of this type. 

In the next issue: more reviews, more ranting on little 
or nothmg, and I take cheap potshots at KSPC. 
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